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On behalf of everyone at Brave New Foundation, thank 
you to our funders who donated to make this investigative 
series possible. The work displayed in the following report 
is made possible by their support.

After reading Jane Mayer’s revealing New Yorker article on the Koch Brothers two years ago 
(August of 2010), I passed it around our office and the decision to make these billionaires 
the subject of our next investigative documentary was unanimous. Through them we 
would be able to spotlight the horrors of money in politics.  After months of intensive 
work, the first Koch Brothers Exposed investigative  piece was released just 6 months later.  
We spent the next year continuing to investigate and release shorts.  In April of 2012 we 
released our full length film and the Kochs unleashed the floodgates of attacks which 
signaled to us that we had broken through and hit a nerve.
 
We were successful in bringing their activities to a much wider audience, and along with 
our 30 partners, in making the Kochs and the organizations they fund toxic.  It seems to be 
open season on buying legislation, elections and our country’s priorities.  With your help, 
we will continue to use our influence to shine a light on people like the Koch Brothers with 
the goal of getting money out of politics.
 
Thanks as always for your support.
 
Robert Greenwald
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About
Koch Brothers Exposed

Charles and David Koch have a net worth of $43 billion. The 
billionaire brothers own Koch Industries– one of the largest 
private oil companies in America. They have spent decades 
of their lives and over $324 million of their wealth exerting 
their influence on our government.

With a team of researchers, producers, editors and others 
we have pieced together a comprehensive picture of their 
financial influence. Our short videos and full length film 
explore their vast, detailed and often secretive ties to issues 
ranging from social security to cancer, to resegregation.

Our multi-media grassroots campaign exposed Charles and 
David Koch’s efforts to manipulate the democratic process 
and undermine social, economic and ecological justice 
movements. Using the documentary, an accomplished press 
department and an intricate distribution system we brought 
these billionaires out of the shadows, building awareness, 
and making people understand how toxic the issue of 
money in politics is. 

With the support of our activist community we are working 
to ensure our democracy works for all Americans. 

100+
Facebook

Posts 
Original content and 

resources posted 
daily to keep activists 

informed.

68,430 
Facebook Likes 
& Comments 

posted by 
activists.

9+ Million 

Impressions & 
Views 

Our content viewed 
by activists and their 
friends on Facebook 

and YouTube.

I admire what you are doing! You’ve 
demonstrated what can be done when folks 
get fed up and fight for something that really 
matters. I salute you!! Now if we can get them 
and their ilk out of Washington D.C.

-Facebook comment from Kalar 
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Why Do the Koch Brothers
Want to End Public Education?

The video investigation “Why do the Koch brothers want 
to end public education?” revealed how the Koch 
Brothers, through the think tanks and front 
groups they fund, were able to support 
a school board majority that favored 
resegregating public schools. The Koch supported 
candidates described their plans as “neighborhood schools,” 
which we rightfully exposed as the old language of Jim Crow 
and segregationist Gov. George Wallace.

Educating Voters for Real Impact
In October 2011, North Carolina voters defeated school 
board candidates sympathetic to the Koch Brothers and 
school resegregation. This is great news for the hundreds 
of thousands of families who were threatened by the Koch 
Brothers’ influence in their community. However, the school 
board continues to try and implement some degree of 
student reassignment and resegreation. We will continue to 
push our message to support the overturn of Koch influence.

Legal Action
We drew the Kochs’ ire as soon as our video went live. 
Americans for Prosperity quickly flooded 
reporters’ inboxes with litigation threats 
and retraction demands. When asked for their side 
of the story by news organizations, Americans for Prosperity’s 
Dallas Woodhouse told journalists there is pending legal 
action against Brave New Foundation. With the help of our 
supporters we were able to deflate their ill advised legal 
actions.

RESULT:
By Educating Voters 
in North Carolina 

We have Help defeat 
Koch Influenced 
School Board 

Members.

How the Koch Brothers Funded Public School Segregation
By Andy Kroll, August 15, 2011

...In its response to Americans For Prosperity, Brave New 
Foundation stood by its story. BNF pointed to several 
statements of AFP-NC's in support of its claims, including 
a 2008 blog post of Woodhouse's saying AFP-NC "is on 
record as supporting the parents of WakeCARES, through 
significant financial contributions as well as other support." 
In the fall of 2009, WakeCARES endorsed the four school 
board candidates who opposed Wake County's busing policy, 
and a former AFP-NC director later credited WakeCARES 
with paving the way for the four candidates' victories.

Partners
People for the
American Way

African American
Ministers in Action

Advancement Project
Center for Social Inclusion

MSNBC’s “The Last Word” covered our investiga-
tion in Wake County. Guest host, Melissa Harris-
Perry, connects the Koch brothers and AFP-North 
Carolina’s involvement in re-segregating public 
schools in North Carolina.
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Tell Secretary Clinton
to Say No to the Kochs
We asked activists to help us stop 
Koch Industries, Inc. from profiting off 
a pipeline that would carry the dirtiest 
oil on Earth through six states, one 
of America’s most important aquifers 
and almost 2,000 miles of American 
homes and farmland.

The Keystone XL pipeline would carry 
the dirtiest oil on Earth through one 
of America’s most important aquifers, 
six states and almost 2,000 miles of 
American homes and farmland. While 
oil billionaires like the Koch brothers 
stand to gain from your approval of 
such a project, it puts the American 
people’s safety at risk.

Congressional Democrats 
began demanding Koch 
financial records and 
testimony soon after our 
video launched. We petitioned 
Secretary of State Clinton, who can 
veto the pipeline because it crosses 
an international border, to say no to 
the Kochs and stand with American 
safety.  The Obama administration has 
pushed a decision until 2013.

STOP
THE 

KEYSTONE 
PIPELINE!

50,000+ 
Petitions signed

and sent to Secretary 
Clinton

From the 
Community
A thousand thanks to Brave New 
Foundation for circulating the 
petition opposing the KXL tar 
sands pipeline and for the excellent 
background material that you 
circulated with it. Those of us 
fighting hard against the KXL here 
in rural East Texas (which the KXL 
will cross) consider the petition to 
be a “powerful shot in the arm” that 
will give the pipeline’s grassroots 
opponents from Montana to East 
Texas the chance to be heard by the 
media on both the East and West 
coasts. We have sent information to 
a number of popular radio and TV 
hosts, including Anderson Cooper, 
but never hear or see anything 
about the pipeline on any of their 
shows. Your petition will surely get 
their attention at last... -Mary D.

Group Aims to Halt Canada-Texas Tar Sands Pipeline 
By Brendan Coffey, May 24, 2011

...Plains Justice, a northern plains states public interest group, pointed out 
the first Keystone XL pipeline, which open last summer, was built with 
substandard steel from India. A leak in the sprawling Ogallala Aquifer 
could contaminate the drinking water for millions of people, according 
to Brave New Foundation.

The Koch Brothers own Flint Hills Resources, a Wichita, Kans. company 
which operates an export terminal at the starting point of the pipeline in 
Hardisty, Canada...
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Cancer Risks
for Koch Profits

RESULT:
Our video helped our partner 

Louisiana Environmental Action 
Network and West Crossett 
community members draw 

attention for an EPA investigation.

From the generous support of our community we were able to travel to Crossett, Arkansas and tell stories 
about a community that's suffering devastating loses while the Koch brothers can profit.

Of 15 homes in Crossett, Arkansas, about 11 people have died from cancer. 
It's a tragic story, and we were able to share these previously unseen experiences across the globe so that 
people could take action. 

The town of West Crossett is dying of cancer. We exposed the links between Koch Industries’ egregious 
environmental practices and the consequences affecting the health of Southern communities. 2,760+ 
notes were written by supporters that demanded change. They were then hand delivered to the Kochs 
by Mr. Bouie, West Crossett resident and advocate. We are 
continuing this investigation until a change is made.

Our video has gained attention and traction by well-
respected scientist, Wilma Subra, environmental attorney 
interest in the community’s case, and forward 
movement with the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s, Environmental 
Justice Department, regarding concerned 
citizens, as well as a grant for the Louisiana 
Environmental Action Network to fund 
independent air and water testing.

Huffington Post
Koch-Owned Georgia-Pacific Plant Linked To High Cancer Rates, Film Alleges
by Lucia Graves and Jordan Howard, October 13, 2011 

...A provocative new video by political filmmakers Brave New Films says that Crossett residents who suffer from poor 
air quality and ambient carcinogens are victims of pollution emitted by a Koch Industries-owned paper manufacturer, 
Georgia-Pacific. The plant is located directly upstream from the channel behind Penn Road. "Whatever's in (the water) is 
killing these trees," says David Bouie in the video. "You can see the steam coming from the stuff. It gets up in the air, and it 
flows over where our property is."

Natalie Kottke, co-producer of "Koch Brothers Exposed," said the people she interviewed in Crossett had all worked for 
Georgia-Pacific in some capacity.

"A lot of their diseases and suffering came later in life, after they retired," she told HuffPost in an interview. "They feel very 
betrayed by a company that they invested their whole lives in." Many of them bought property in Crossett, expecting to 
retire there and have their grandchildren come visit, only to find their homes may have made the children sick....
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Are the Koch Brothers
Denying Your Vote?

Partners
Advancement Project

AFL-CIO
ALEC Exposed
America Votes

Applied Research Center
Center for Community Change

colorofchange.org
CREDO Action

Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law

Michigan Forward
NAACP

SEIU
Voto Latino

During our year long investigation we have discovered what 
we think is their worst offense yet. Through their web of 
financial influence, Charles and David Koch are buying access 
to democracy's lifeblood: free and fair elections. They are 
literally trying to take away Americans’ right to vote!

With our partners we launched a 
campaign to demand Attorney General 
Eric Holder enforce the landmark Voting 
Rights Act and stop discriminatory voter 
suppression laws. Our partners have helped us 
lead on the ground action helping us reach more than 250 
grassroots organizations around the country. 

With a stroke of his pen, Attorney General Holder can stop 
the Kochs and these Jim Crow laws, which are denying voting 
rights for disabled individuals, students, seniors and people 
of color. Under a provision in the 1965 Voting Rights Act, 
Holder can deny states like Florida, South Carolina and others 
from imposing new voter restrictions.

From the Community
As the daughter of the man who made the Voting 
Rights Act happen, Nicholas de B Katzenbach, I want 
to personally thank you, [Brave New Foundation].
-Mimi Katzenbach

Voting limits put democracy in peril
By Judith Browne Dianis, November 8, 2011

...A new documentary from Brave New Foundation reveals strong 
partisan backing of these laws.  Under the pretense of safeguarding 
elections against voter fraud, the American Legislative Exchange 
Council, a conservative advocacy group that receives funding from 
the billionaire Koch brothers (who also back the tea party), crafted 
and distributed model voter ID legislation introduced in more than 30 
states this year. But widespread voter fraud is a myth.  A report from 
the Brennan Center for Justice says strict ID verification requirements 
"address a sort of voter fraud more rare than death by lightning." 
An extensive analysis of data from all 50 states by the U.S. Justice 
Department found that incidents of voter fraud are exceedingly rare...
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David, Charles Koch Called Out for Social Security 
Stand in Brave New Foundation Video
By Darrell Hofheinz, May 6, 2011

...David Koch did not return a phone message left by 
the Shiny Sheet at his Palm Beach home Thursday, and an e-mailed request for comment from a public-relations 
employee at Koch Industries in Wichita, Kan., went unreturned. An unidentified spokesman for industrialist 
Koch and his brother, Charles, told The New York Times political blogger Jim Rutenberg that they wouldn’t com-
ment on the video campaign.

Filled with images of a number of multi-million-dollar homes owned by David and Charles Koch, the video in-
cludes snippets of interviews with seniors Susan Montelbano of West Palm Beach and Jerry and Wendy McDow-
ell, identified by Brave New Foundation as Florida residents, as the three discuss their reduced financial status 
and dependence on Social Security.

Their interviews are bracketed by written statements flashed on the screen saying 
the Koch brothers fund think tanks that promote privatizing Social Security and 
dismantling other social-service programs.
At one point, the three are seen eating at a dining table set up on the beach outside David Koch’s home here.

“The only thing I can imagine is that they don’t want to see government money being spent on people that they 
feel are beneath being taken care of. All they would like to do is to see laws passed that would benefit and drive 
their business,” Jerry McDowell says in the video.

In other parts of the video, Brave New Foundation film crews knock on the doors or appear at the gates of four 
other homes owned by the Koch brothers in New York, Colorado and Kansas....

With $42 Billion Why Are the 
Kochs Buying Our democracy?

We went on offense to make this video. We went 
right up to the Kochs’ doorsteps to ask, Why are you 
spending millions to try and buy our democracy? More 
specifically, why are you trying to end Social Security? 

The New York Times heard about 
our camera crews and published 
an exclusive about Koch Brothers 
Exposed and what we’re trying to 
achieve.
Our film about the Koch brothers’ homes and their 
attacks on our democracy’s most vulnerable citizens 
was written up in the New York Times. The video also 
made a splash in David’s local paper, the Palm Beach 
Daily News.
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Will You Help Senator Sanders
Expose the Koch Echo Chamber?

Documents and interviews illustrate a vast cottage industry, comprised of Koch brothers’ spokespeople, 
front groups, think tanks and elected officials, which have built a self-sustaining echo chamber to trans-
form fringe ideas into popular mainstream public policy arguments.

With the help of our partners, Senator Bernie Sanders and the Strengthen Social Security Campaign, 
our video connects the dots and illustrates how the Koch brothers have moved their self-serving ideas 
into the mainstream.

KOCH FUNDED
Position Papers

Pundits
Media

Politicians

Partners
Senator Sanders &
Strengthen Social

Security Campaign

Excellent link! I shared, and 
hope all my Friends will do the 
same! We don't have Koch Bros 
money, but we have FACEBOOK 
FOR FREE! Get out the message! 
-Candy G.

My compliments to Brave New Foundation and Koch Brothers Ex-
posed for this great informative film. I was waiting for this type of di-
rect, hard hitting approach to attack the Kochs and you could not have 
gotten a more credible witness of stark reality and truth than Senator 
Bernie Sanders, the lone voice of sanity in Congress...My thanks to you 
and to Senator Sanders. -Raynale T.

Activist Comments on Facebook:
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On the Ground Action

Reverend Billy and 500 New Yorkers took the streets marching to the David H. Koch 
Theater. A sticker that read “... I’m the Tea Party’s Wallet” was slapped on the theater 
guerilla style. This action generated on the ground awareness and major press attention. 

500 
activists 
stormed 

NYC!

Our videos were distributed across 
the country and played at various 
OCCUPY camps. 

OCCUPY
Takes 
Notice

THE KOCH BROTHERS INFLUENCE ON HIGHER EDUCATION

The Kochs are buying influence at American colleges and universities. Through their 
family foundations and nonprofits, the Koch brothers are making donations with strings 
attached, requiring Koch-friendly professors to drill Ayn Rand’s writings and ideology 
into students. Our film exposes the Kochs for their distorted philanthropy. We’re also 
working with local Florida groups to organize a campus movement against the Koch 
brothers’ infringement on independent academic integrity and pass a student-approved 
ballot resolution. 

Student 
Protest

Students at Florida 
State University 

protested outside 
the President’s Office 

after learning that 
a donation from 

the Kochs will have 
influence on the 

school’s academic 
credibility. 
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Koch Brothers Exposed 
Available On DVD!

12,000 DVDs
in circulation

Thank you to our donors and more 
than 30 partner organizations that 

helped us distribute the film.

Hundreds of free screenings are being held 
nationwide. We are sending DVD’s to schools and 
libraries across the country. Activist organizations 

and concerned citizens have taken on the 
responsibility of educating the public. We are not 

beholden to corporations for distribution. This 
is a grassroots movement to get money out of 

politics now.

Find a screening near you:
www.kochbrothersexposed.com/calendar

“I’m very excited to watch this DVD! Keep up the good work on 
exposing criminals who so influence our government and media. 

This is the type of genuine media we need in this country!”
-Vincent  DeCesare, Facebook supporter

“On the evidence of Koch Brothers Exposed, the more 
relevant question is: What aren't they up to? The film 
– scrappy and low-budget, but effective all the same – 
weaves together a string of shorter videos produced over 
the past year by Greenwald’s nonprofit Brave New Films, 
each looking at a separate tentacle of the "Kochtopus," as 
lefty wags have dubbed the Kochs' network.”

-Julian Brookes, Rolling Stone

Full Length DVD Puts Koch
 Back In The Press Spotlight

Kochs Respond–
“A fringe filmmaker”
The billionaire brothers threw punches calling Director 
Robert Greenwald a “fringe filmmaker.” They purchased 
more in Google ads than the cost of our production in order 
to denounce our investigation as dishonest.  The Kochs hid 
behind a PR orchestrated webpage to debunk our findings, 
but they failed. We continue to welcome Charles and David 
to speak for themselves.

“With Robert Greenwald’s new film, this tireless nonprofit troublemaker has pissed off a modern-day Goliath just in time for 
election season, a season in which the Koch brothers, liberated by the Citizens United decision, are spending millions to get 
their way at the ballot box. I, for one, feel better knowing that Robert Greenwald has his slingshot ready for them.”

-Michael Atkinson, The Progressive

$4.95 US
www.progressive.org ZELA LOBB
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www.progressive.org
$4.95

The Third-Party 
Dilemma 
by Matthew Rothschild
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The Press

85 MILLION Press Reach. 
As seen in...


